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Heat and humidity recovery air handling units
Features
³â°ÌÅ³Ì«òÌ³íæªÓâ ªĔ³ Ìí Ì â«Ąæý³Ì«
æòßßÅĄ Ì ă°òæí ý Ìí³Åí³ÓÌ ³Ì ªÅíæϚ
°Óòæ æϚÓíí« æÌÓí° âßâ Ë³æ æϟ
Heat and humidity recovery minimizes ventilation heat losses during cold season and
reduces air conditioner load during hot
season.
Controllable air exchange for creating the
best suitable indoor microclimate.
ÓËßí³Å þ³í°âÓòÌRͱͲ͵ϚͱͶͰÓâͲͰͰËË
air ducts.

%MVƥS[
up to 690 m³/h
192 l/s
,IEXVIGSZIV]IJƤGMIRG]
up to 93%

Design

³âĔÅíâí³ÓÌ

c°  æ³Ì« ³æ Ë  Óª ÓòÅ ЄæÂ³ÌÌ  ßÓÅĄË âЄÓí  æí Å ßÌ ÅæϚ
³Ìí âÌÅÅĄĔÅÅ þ³í°ͲͰϚͲ͵ϚͳͰϚʹͰËËϲ ß Ì³Ì«ÓÌí° òÌ³íËÓ Åϳ
mineral wool layer for heat- and sound-insulation.
The unit is equipped with a hinged service panel to enable convenient
access for maintenance or repair operations.
The spigots are located at the top of the unit and are equipped with
rubber seals for airtight connection to the air ducts.

c° ò³ÅíЄ³Ì%ͷĔÅí âßâÓý³ æ ªĔ³ ÌíæòßßÅĄ³âĔÅíâí³ÓÌϟc° &ʹĔÅí â³æ
used for extract air cleaning.
c°  &ͳ ª³Åí âæ â  òæ  ªÓâ æòßßÅĄ Ì ă°òæí ³â ª³Åíâí³ÓÌ ³Ì í° 
KOMFORT EC S(B)200 units.
Supply air in the KOMFORT EC S(B)250òÌ³íæ³æßòâ³Ĕ Ąí° &ʹÌ%ͷ
ĔÅí âæϟc° &ʹĔÅí â³æòæ ªÓâ ăíâí³âÅ Ì³Ì«ϟ

Fans
c° òÌ³íæâ  áò³ßß þ³í°°³«°Є ªĔ³ ÌíËÓíÓâæþ³í°Ì ăí âÌÅâÓíÓâ
and a centrifugal impeller with backward curved blades.
ËÓíÓâæ°ý í°  æíßÓþ âÓÌæòËßí³ÓÌíÓ³âß³íĄâí³ÓÌË í
í° Åí æí ËÌæÓÌ âÌ³Ì« Ì â«Ąæý³Ì«Ì°³«°Є ªĔ³ Ìíý Ìí³Åí³ÓÌϟ
ËÓíÓâæâ ª íòâ þ³í°°³«°ß âªÓâËÌ ϚÅÓþÌÓ³æ Å ý ÅÌÓßí³ËòË
control across the entire speed range.
The impellers are dynamically balanced.

Extract air
Supply air

Ąßææ

Bypass
The KOMFORT EC SB(-E) units are equipped with a bypass for ventilation
(air cooling by the cool air from outside).

Intake air

Exhaust air

.ÌíÂ ĔÅí â

Supply fan
Heat exchanger
ăíâíĔÅí â

Extract fan

Control unit
Drain pan
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Heat recovery

Mounting

The KOMFORT EC S(B) unit is equipped with a plate
counter-flow polystyrene heat exchanger for heat
recovery. In the unit condensate is collected and
drained to the drain pan under the heat exchanger.

c° òÌ³íæâ  æ³«Ì ªÓâþÅÅÓâĕÓÓâËÓòÌí³Ì«ϟ
Universal casing design provides either left-handed or right-handed unit
installation.

Control and automation
The KOMFORT EC S(B)(-E) S21 units are equipped with a build-in automation system. The remote control panel is not included in the delivery
set (available separately).
The unit can be controlled by the Blauberg AHU mobile application via
Wi-Fi.

The KOMFORT EC S(B)-E unit is equipped with an
enthalpy plate counter-flow heat exchanger for
enegry (heat and humidity) recovery. Due to humidity
recovery condensate is not generated in the enthalpy
heat exchanger.

The air flows are completely separated in the heat exchanger. Thus
smells and contaminants are not transferred from the extract air to the
supply air.
Heat recovery is based on heat and/or humidity transfer through the
heat exchanger plates. In the cold season supply air is heated in the
heat exchanger by transferring the heat energy of warm and humid
extract air to the cold fresh air. Heat recovery minimizes ventilation heat
losses and heating costs respectively.
In the warm season the heat exchanger performs reverse and intake
air is cooled in the heat exchanger by the cool extract air. That reduces
operation load on air conditioners and saves electricity.
t° Ìí° ³ÌÓÓâÌÓòíÓÓâí Ëß âíòâ ³ªª â Ì ³æ³Ìæ³«Ì³ĔÌíϚ
heat recovery is not reasonable. In this case the heat exchanger can be
temporary replaced with a summer block for the warm season (available
as a specially ordered accessory).

Download
the Blauberg AHU
app for iOS

Download
the Blauberg AHU
app for Android

The KOMFORT EC S(B)(-E) S14 units have an integrated automation
æĄæí Ëþ³í°þÅÅЄËÓòÌí ÓÌíâÓÅßÌ Å]ͱʹþ³í°=³Ì³í³ÓÌϟ
The KOMFORT EC S(B)200 and KOMFORT EC S250 are available only with
an S14 automation.

HEAT RECOVERY AIR HANDLING UNITS

Automation functions
Functions

KOMFORT EC S(B)(-E) S21

KOMFORT EC S(B)(-E) S14

Control via Wi-Fi using a mobile application

+

-

Control via a wired remote control panel

S22 panel
(option)

S14 panel

Control via a wired remote LCD control panel

S25 panel
(option)

-

Control via a wireless remote control panel

S22 Wi-Fi panel
(option)

-

Speed selection

+

+

Filter replacement indication

EGGSVHMRKXSƤPXIVXMQIV

EGGSVHMRKXSƤPXIVXMQIV

EGGSVHMRKXSƤPXIVGPSKKMRKHMJJIVIRXMEPTVIWWYVIW[MXGL
readings (KOMFORT EC SB550)

-

Alarm indication

full alarm description in the mobile application

LED alarm indication

Week-scheduled operation

+

-

automatic

-

Bypass

manual

manual

Timers

+

-

Boost mode

+

-

Kamin mode

+

-

through cyclic stops of the supply fan

through cyclic stops of the supply fan

Freeze protection

through preheating (option)

-

Reheater connection

option

-

Cooler connection

option

-

Minimum supply air temperature control

+

-

Humidity control

option

option

COί controller

option

option

VOC controller

option

-

PM2.5 control

option

-

Fire alarm sensor connection

option

Óßí³ÓÌϙªòÌí³ÓÌ³æý³ÅÅ þ° Ìßòâ°æ³Ì«í° ßßâÓßâ³í  ææÓâĄϲæ

option
í° Ϣ ææÓâ³ æϢæ í³ÓÌϳϟ
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